ISCS CANOPY FORMATION
AGENDA FOR OPEN PLENARY MEETING
Malmo, Sweden 2023

1. INTRODUCTION

2. COMPETITION RULES

- 2.3.1 Stack - Add: “hip above the bottom skin”
- 2.3.2 Stairstep – Add: “hip above the bottom skin”
- 4.10.3 – Add: "which must include a written statement from the team"
- 6.3 Viewing: Take wording from FS, but exclude “per round"
- reduce the judging panel from 5 (five) to 3 (three) ??

Other Rule changes under consideration:
- Modify wording in 2.11 to take away the 30 second rule
- Lower exit altitude by 300m/1000ft in all events – may not be necessary if we change rule 2.11
- Redefine the term “grip” and include graphic to depict the new requirement

Other discussions:
- FCEs every year – not enough participation at this time
  - Suggestion to create SCEs or use multiple locations with the same draw to be performed on the same dates – Natasha Higman is looking into this alternative.
- remote judging? – not possible at this time.
  - Too costly to develop in relation to the return on development. Marylou Laughlin is investigating this alternative and will report when more information is forthcoming.
- Super Speed round – No, the community does not wish to manufacture a super speed round.
- Expand World Record Categories – No, the FAI and ISC has already expressed that there are too many record categories already and the community feels the same way.
- Freeze frame – No - for 2 reasons:
  1. It may not be necessary now that we have changed the rules for slow speed and replays
  2. It is completely impractical due to time constraints and the desire to weigh speed against accuracy considerations in a competition environment.
- Permit “kicks” to count as points – No – further discussion on this point is ongoing

3. FUTURE FIRST CATEGORY EVENTS

- Bid - 2024 FAI World Skydiving Championships
  - 21st FAI World Canopy Formation Championships
    August 31 – September 27, 2024. Prostejov, Czech Republic

4. OTHER COMPETITIONS

- Organizers are invited to present bids for future World Skydiving Championships

5. OTHER BUSINESS

- None at this time

Rina Gallo
Chair ISC CF Committee